
You need quick accurate transcripts.
What would make more sense? Hiring in-house transcribers who at their best will be all that the team can 
be or a company that specializes in transcribing and can draw the best from a large pool, each with an area 
of speciality.

You need a company that can take quality control issues out of your hands.
How many quality controllers can one department have? One. Two. How about five or ten? 
Any medical transcription company that is serious will put in measures to ensure that transcripts are accurate. 
All the time.

You need people with domain knowledge. 
Who understands the overall requirements better? A freelancer, an in-house department or a company 
specializing in medical transcription. A company that has been built solely on collective knowledge, expertise 
and experience.

You need people who know the difference between hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. 
Hypoglywhat? Actually the question should be Hypo or Hyper? Understanding medical terminology 
is crucial, failure of which could result in a catastrophe. 

You need people who are dependable… always.

�at’s why we exist.

Consider These.

Results That Matter

Some Happy People

Our prices, Turn Around Time and Service are among the best in the Industry.

Hematology & Oncology Associates of Alabama
Summit Clinic-Arkansas city
DRS Digital Radiology Services
Wichita Ear Clinic
Wichita Family Vision Clinic
Wichita Clinic

Cancer Center of Kansas 
Grene Vision Group
Mid America Surgical Associates
Mid-Kansas Pediatric Association
Youthville Newton
Nelson Group

Our online transcription platform is built over secure internet architecture using the right blend of voice 
and data technologies. It is constantly upgraded with the latest technologies to provide you with the highest 
level of service. We can integrate into almost all available dictation systems and proprietary formats. 
HIPAA Compliant Secure 128-bit Encryption Multiple Delivery.

The Doctor
is busy.

The Doctor
is busy.

Well, not if we can help it.
At Healthsoft we understand the workloads that doctors are under. We know exactly how 

much of their time is taken up checking transcripts. �at’s why all our processes are geared 

towards ensuring that we take as much as possible off their plate. �at’s why we don’t just 

focus on speed but give equal importance to accuracy and error checking as well. 

�at’s why our clients swear by us.

Set your doctors free. Call Healthsoft today.  

Healthsoft USA LLC

6777-Sommerrall  Dr  
#122Alexan Somerrall

Houston TX 77084
Phone - 214-208-1109
www.healthsoftusa.com
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